
Raise-boring experiences in the gold mines
of the Anglo American Corporation Group

SYNOPSIS

by J. W. Wilson* M.Se., M.I.M.M., F.S.A.I.M.M., M.A.I.M.E. and P. C. Graham** M.Se. (Eng.)

Gold mining is being carried out at ever-increasing depths in South Africa. For reasons of safety and human
comfort, it is becoming imperative for raises to be developed by means other than conventional drilling and
blasting. Raise-boring is an attractive alternative method. Initial raise-boring experiences in South African
gold mines showed disappointingly high costs due to the abrasivity and difficulty of drilling Witwatersrand
quartzites. Consequently, a research and development project was instigated with the objective of making
raise-boring an economically viable technique in hard abrasive rock. A Robbins 61R raise-borer was made
available to the Research and Development team and a number of raises have been drilled. During these trials
two advances in cutter design were tested. This paper presents the results obtained, including drilling costs,
and provides details of the equipment used.

SINOPSIS

Met die steeds toenemende bedrywigheid van die Suid Afrikaanse goudmynbedryf wat ook in diepte onder-
gronds toegeneem het, is daar gesoek na 'n metode wat veiliger is as die gebruiklike boor en skiet van 'n styg-
gang. Om die styggang in te boor het geblyk 'n goeie plaasvervanger te wees. Aanvanklik was die resultate
teleurstellend weens die hoe koste daaraan verbonde en dit het geblyk dat die hardheid en hoe druksterkte van
die kwartsiet grootliks daarvoor verantwoordelik was. Daar is toe besluit op 'n navorsings-program om 'n
metode te ontwikkel wat die boor van 'n styggang goedkoper maak. 'n 'Robbins 61R' styggangboor is beskik-
baar gestel en 'n aantal eksperimentele gate is geboor. Hierdie artikel gee 'n weergawe van die resultate wat
verkry is tesame met die koste aspek en toerusting wat gebruik is.

INTRODUCTION

This paper deals essentially with the experience of the
Anglo American Corporation, Gold Division, Research
and Development Department of raise-boring in hard
abrasive rock, with particular reference to the drilling
characteristics of the machine and the costs incurred
during the drilling and reaming operations. It also
summarises part of a comprehensive research and
development programme currently under investigation,
which will, it is hoped, provide detailed operating pro-
cedures, maintenance schedules, organisation program-
mes, activity times, prediction of future drilling rates and
costs from the analyses of rock samples taken from
underground.

Achievements to date in the raise-boring programme
have shown a significant reduction in costs compared to
early raise-boring efforts and because of this, it is hoped
that the experiences described in this paper may en-
courage mining engineers in South Africa to reconsider
raise-boring as a means of mechanising the arduous job
of developing major ore-passes and similar types of
steeply dipping excavations.

With the wider use of raise-boring in the mining
industry, more data will become available for assisting
in the development of more economical methods and in
making the technique more attractive to Mine Manage-
ments.

*Gold Division, Research and Development Engineer, Anglo
American Corporation of South Africa, Limited.

**Head, Engineering Section, Research and Development
Department, Anglo American Corporation of South Africa,
Limited.

A BRIEF HISTORY OF RAISE-BORING IN SOUTH
AFRICA

Raise- boring was first introduced into South Africa in
1968 at the Doornfontein gold mine1, where it was
clearly shown that it had a wide application, provided
it could be made an economically attractive technique
in the unique South African mining conditions. The
biggest potential users of the technique in South Africa
are the gold mines, and there are many applications,
such as ore-passes, ventilation airways and short lift or
hoisting sub-shafts.

The boring principle is attractive because it offers the
following advantages over conventional drilling and
blasting methods:

(i) Safer working conditions
(ii) Speed of completion

(iii) A hole is produced that has a more stable struc-
tural shape, which is highly desirable in deep-
level workings

(iv) A hole is produced that has smooth sidewalls
which have low frictional loss in ventilation
airways, and reduces the likelihood of blockages
in the ore-passes.

Unfortunately, early experiences with raise-boring
showed that the cost was disappointingly high, pri-
marily because of the hard quartzite formations en-
countered in the gold mines. The cutter cost associated
with reaming holes in Witwatersrand quartzites was
exceptionally high and the high forces generated by the
boring machine often resulted in costly machine failures
when insufficient care was taken during operation.

Thus, in spite of the attraction of raise-boring, en.
thusiasm has waned and only a few mines have main.
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tained an interest in the use of raise-boring, and until
recently, it has been the tendency only to use raise-boring
in instances where conventional raising methods were
not possible. The reasons for high raise-boring costs have
been mainly a result of:

(i) High capital costs and, consequently, amortiza-
tion charges

(ii) High cutter costs in hard abrasive ground

(Hi) Costly machine failures due to inexpert handling
of the raise-boring machine and ancillary equip-
ment.

Even though present raise-boring costs exceed those
incurred in conventional raising methods, the raise-
boring technique is still considered to be highly desirable

- especially where mining operations are being planned
to take place at depths of 3 952 metres (13000 ft) and
ultimately, to depths of 4560 metres (15000 ft). At
these depths rock pressures and temperatures will
provide hazardous and unpleasant working conditions
and the introduction of mechanised means of creating
box-holes, ventilation airways, and other steeply dipping
excavations will become increasingly more important -

if not imperative.

Furthermore, with the large capital expenditures re-
quired for the opening up of new mines or extensions to
existing mines, the speed at which such projects are
completed and production commences can have tre-
mendous financial implications on the overall project.
Raise- boring equipment provides a proven method of
achieving the required shortening of the development
stage of a new mine.

For the above reasons the Gold Division Research and
Development Department embarked on a project to
establish raise-boring as an economically viable propo-
sition in hard-rock formations. This necessitated the
purchase of a raise-borer from a Group contractor and
then carrying out a series of trials at Anglo American
Corporation gold mines.

In the first twelve months of operation, 11 holes were
bored on a non-profit contracting basis using a Robbins
61R raise-borer. This paper describes in general terms
some of the experiences to date on machine performance,
cutter performances and resulting costs for 1,82 metres
(6 ft) and 2,13 metres (7 ft) raises bored.

RAISE-BORING TEAM AND THEIR DUTIES

It was considered that the choice of personnel for
the drilling team was of the utmost importance, and that
persons with previous experience in raise-boring would
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Fig. 1-Robbins 61R raise-borer on site at Western Holdings, Ltd. No. 1 shaft
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not be coIlsidt:\red lor choice as itleitlbers 01 thl'l teaitl;
M such personnel itlight have acquired experience
contrary to good operating practice. At the tiitle of
team selection it was also felt that it would be ad-
vantageous if the itlachine operators could carry out
the necessary patloditJ itlatJhin(j itlafrit@riance and minor
runnihg repairs i h~nctJ; (Jnly qliaHfifJd artisans (fitters
and ~lectrft:Jiati§) Wet'e si'Jlected, FurthtJhnot'e, having a
t~alli (Jf hf~h tJaBbl'e op\:\rators, it was possible to train
thelli to (Jbs\:\l'v\:\and record operating characteristics of
the raise-borer as part of the Research and Development
programme.

Eleven raises have been bored in the programme, and
complete records of the following variables have been
maintained - pressures, rates of penetration, motor
currents, activity times, cutter wear and costs incurred.
In addition, the operators test the effects of variations in
pressure on reaming rates for every drill rod used in
each hole, and on occasions, the effects of applied thrust
during reaming on 'chip size' have been examined.

RAISE-BORER DESCRIPTION AND REQUIRE-
MENTS

The Robbins 61R raise-borer consists of a fabricated
steel base onto which 2 cylindrical guide columns are
mounted and a crosshead which can travel up and
down the guide columns (see Figure 1). The crosshead
contains a drive jaw assembly which holds the drill
rods; an epicyclic gearbox and an electric motor which
provides rotation of the drill string. Drilling thrust and
movement of the crosshead along the guide columns is
effected by means of two hydraulic cylinders connected
between the base and the crosshead.

Electric power is supplied via a separate power pack
which contains the necessary transformers, control and
switch gear. Pressurised hydraulic fluid is supplied to the
raise-borer from a hydraulic pack which incorporates a
tank, filters, pumps and all necessary valves. The
hydraulic pack also supplies hydraulic power to the
pipe handler which facilitates the installation and
removal of drill rods from the machine. The pipe handler
can be clearly seen in Fig. 1. Control of all the machine
functions is accomplished from a separate control
station also shown in the illustration on previous page.

The machine specification and service requirements are
listed below:

Dip adjustment
Pilot hole diameter
Drill pipe

45 to 90° from horizontal
280 mm (11")
254 mm (10") diameter

1524 mm (60") diameter, shoul-
der length, 194,7 kG/m, 131
lb/ft weight
934 kN (210000 lb) maximum

1 401 kN (310 000 lb) operating
2 024 kN (455 000 lb) maximum
Pilot hole 455 mm/min (17,5")
Reaming 265 mm/min (10,4")

1 800 mm/min (71 ")
Two speed constant H.P. in-

duction motor 112 kW (750/

Pilot thrust
Reaming pull

Feed rates

Traverse rate
Electric drive

Gear reducer drive

1 500 t.p;in. 150 H.P;) @
50Hz

Planetary drive train with 3,61:
shift ratio

8:16,30-60 r.p.m. @ 50 Hz
Fun load at low speed 125,6

kNM (92500 ft/lb) @ 50 Hz
380, 415, 440 or 550 volts A.C.

@ 50 Hz. 170 K.V.A.

22,8 m3/mm (800 c.f.m.) @ 60 to
100 p.s.i.g. (4,14 to 6,89 Bar.)

37,8 litre/min (10 g.p.m.) @ 60
to 100 p.s.i.g. (4,14 to 6,89
Bar.)

Height: 5,5 m (18 ft)
Length: 9 m (29,5 ft)
Width: 5 m (16,4 ft)

Dt'ive speiolds

Drive torque

Electrical power

Air consumption

Water consumption

Excavation
dimensions at
Machine

REAMERS AND CUTTERS

Before presenting the results of reaming operations in
the holes drilled to d:1te, it is necessary to discuss
briefly the various types of reamers and cutters com-
mercially avaihble.

Reamers

There are three configurations of reamer - the
staged head or 'christmas tree' head, the 'flat head' and
the 'disc head'. Within these three categories, there are
as many variations as there are cutter manufacturers,
since each supplier manufactures his own unique size
range and there is no interchangeability.

A typical 1,82 metre (6 ft) diameter staged head is
shown in Figs. 2 and 3. This head consists of two sections
which are bolted together, a 28 cmx122 cm (11"X48")
section and a 122 cm X 182 cm (48" X 72 ") section. If
desired, the 122 cm X 182 cm (48" X 72 ") stage can be
replaced by a 122 cmx213 cm (48"X84") stage. This
type of reamer has an inherent weakness in the stem
because it is necessary to reduce the stem section in
order to accommodate the two top or inner cutters.

The 'flat head' shown in Fig. 4 represents a design
improvement on the staged head. In this design the two
inner cutters are positioned so that the reamer stem
retains its full strength, and furthermore, the torque
requirements for the reamer are reduced. The 122 cm X
182 cm (48" X72") or 122 cm x213 cm (48" X84") stages
remain the same as for the staged head.

In the trials, three reamers have been used; two can be
categorised as 'flat heads' and the other, a disc type. The
flat heads used were the 'Reed' 28 cm X 122 cm (11" X
48 ") coupled with a 122 cm X 182 cm (48" X 72 ") stage,
and the 'Smith' 28 cmx122 cm (11"x48") which was
used with a 122 cm X 182 cm (48" X 72 ") stage and a
122 cmx182 cm (48"x84") stage.
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Fig. 2-1,22 m diam. 'Christmas Tree' reamer

Fig. 3-1,22 X 1,82 m reamer head stage
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Fig. 4-1,22 m 'Flat Head' reamer stage

Disc Cutter Head

Fig. 5 shows a photograph of a disc cutter reamer
body. The main body of the reamer is a fabricated steel
construction with the cutter saddles welded in the
appropriate positions. The saddles are positioned in
such a manner that each cutter cuts in its own individual
path. The radial distance between each path is 6,35 cm
(2t inches),

The reamers are all single staged, that is, a separate
reamer is required for each diameter of hole to be cut.
This disadvantage is slightly offset by the fact that it is
possible to remove the reamer stem or 'stinger'. Thus,
only one stem needs to be maintained on inventory and

when the reaming head is dismantled, the transport
dimensions of the reamer are considerably reduced.

Cutters

Raise-borer reaming heads are usually
rolling cutters and three types of rolling
commercially available. They are:

(i) Milled tooth cutters

(ii) Kerf cutters

(Hi) Tungsten carbide insert cutters.

fitted with
cutters are

Since the trials were conducted in hard rock, tungsten
carbide insert cutters were used. Fig. 6 shows a typical
insert cutter. The cutting principle is to fracture the rock
by means of a spalling action when the individual inserts
are pressed against the rock face at very high loads.
To ensure that complete coverage of the rock face takes
place, the cutters in each radial row are mounted in
pairs. In this way, the cutters are rolled across the
rock face so that the buttons of the second cutter break
out the rock left by the spaces between the button rows
of the first cutter.

Some manufacturers offer cutters with a choice of
insert shape to suit specific rock formations.

Neoprene Lip Seal Cutters

At the start of the raise-boring programme, the only
cutters available for reaming hard rock formations were
equipped with neoprene lip bearing seals.

Fig. 7 shows a section of a typical neoprene seal cutter
with details of the bearings and seals. These seals have
been found to have an operating life of about 60 hours,
after which time it is normally necessary to lower the
reaming head and remove the cutters for reconditioning.
Since all of the raises bored in the raise- boring programme
exceeded 45 metres (150 ft) in length and the rate of
penetration was usually of the order of 60 cm per hour
(2 ft) a change of cutters during the reaming cycle was
obligatory.

The limiting factor in the life of these seals appears to
be the high operating temperature generated by the
cutters during the reaming cycle. Since the seal material
is known to be adequate for operating temperatures of up
to 121°C (250°F), it appears that the working tempera-
ture at the cutters must exceed this figure. Experience
has shown that when the cutters are used for periods in
excess of 60 hours seal failure often results. This in turn
causes irreparable bearing damage due to the ingress of
dirt.

It can be seen in Fig. 7 that the cutter bearings are
made up of 3 sets of cylindrical rollers and one row of
balls, the balls being used to accommodate axial thrust
and also provide accurate axial location.

This configuration of bearings is able to withstand
high radial a mindpact loading. The inner race or journal
of the cutter is made of heat-treated alloy steel and is
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Fig. 5-Disc cutter reamer at the- start of reaming operations of a raise

Fig. 6- Tungsten carbide insert cutters
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Fig. 7 - Cutter with Lip Seal
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precision ground to a smooth finish. 'rhe cutter body
which is forged from high alloy steel and then carburized
and hardened, provides the outer race of the bearing.
Repairs to the bearing may be performed by replacing
the balls, rollers and if necessary, the journal. Oversize
rollers and balls cannot be fitted in the cutter and in
cases of excessive wear to the outer race or cutter body,
the cutter must be scrapped. On occasions where seal
failures have occurred before the anticipated 60 hours,
bearing failure and cutter body damage has occurred.
In these eases the damage has been irreparable and
costly.

Double Caterpillar Seal Cutters

After the first two holes were completed, a new bearing
seal development became available. This seal, known as
the double Caterpillar seal, consists of a metal-to-metal
seal with excellent sealing properties and the ability to
withstand very high temperatures. Fig. 8 shows a
cutter equipped with double 'Cat.' seals. This latter
cutter type features a bearing configuration consisting
of two rows of cylindrical rollers and a row of balls.
The cutter body and journal or sleeve function as the
outer and inner races of the bearings respectively.

0."..B..".,

0 ,

,_"..B..,,",
"-'-'..-

Y.....

Fig. 8-Double "Cat" seal cutter

Experience with the double 'Cat.' seal type cutters
has shown that the seals appear to have a life of ap-
proximately 150 hours. In most practical situations this
is sufficient to complete raises in hard rock strata
without the need to lower the reamer or cause damage
to the cutters. A close examination of damaged cutters
has revealed that seal damage which occurs after 150
hours of operation is a result of the excessive wear of
the steel balls in the control race and this wear ultimately
cracks the seal rings. These steel balls are the sole means
of accommodating axial thrust.

The double 'Cat.' seal cutters have been used to ream
eight of the eleven holes bored to date, including all five
2,13 metre (7 ft) diameter ore-passes. Apart from an
increase in total cost to dress a reaming head, there can
be no doubt that cutters equipped with double Cater-
pillar seals have proved that they are suitable for raise-

boring work in hard, abrasive quartzites. tn fact, it is
fair to say that the development of this type of cutter
and seal have played a significant part in reducing
cutter costs in recent times.

Disc Cutters

The latest cutter development to be tried in South
Africa is the disc cutter developed by Robbins of
Seattle, US.A. The first trials with disc cutters have
been very promising, but there is still doubt as to their
suitability for cutting very hard rocks. A disc cutter
consists of a renewable cutting ring and cutter body.
The latter houses the bearings and seals. Photographs of
typical disc cutters are shown in Figs. 9 and 10. The
cutting rings presently in use are made of alloy steel and
case-hardened to a depth of 6,25 mm (0,25 inches).

Rings made from other materials are also feasible-
in fact, rings made with tungsten carbide inserts are
being considered. When the rings are worn they can be
replaced, thus extending the life of the cutter. Cutter
rings are available with apex angles of 60°,75°,90° and
105°. The selected apex angle depends upon the rock

Fig. 9-Single ring disc cutter after completing raise in shale

Fig. 10 - Double ring disc cutter after completing raise in
shale
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TABLE II

DRILLING TIMES

PILOTING REAMING
Hole Hole

I

TOTAL
No. length Drilling Rod handling Drilling Rod handling

(metres) Hrs. Mins. Hrs. Mins. Hrs. Mins. Hrs. Mins. Hrs. Mins.

81,3 37 05 16 45 142 35 10 42 207 07

2 54,9 32 40 11 34 104 45 7 21 156 20

3 134,0 71 20 15 30 163 00 14 39 264 29

4 134,0 64 32 11 43 141 34 13 53 231 42

5 84,0 38 05 7 50 142 25 10 20 198 40

6 52,0 32 29 13 37 125 43 5 39 177 28

7 49,0 26 21 4 11 88 55 5 34 125 02

8 91,0 47 10 9 05 107 10 7 15 170 40

9 90,0 39 32 16 03 98 11 6 40 160 26

10 116,0 51 32 13 01 70 33 12 39 147 45

11 55,0 27 00 7 10 181 32 9 13 224 55
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to be cut, where the more acute angle ring is used for
soft rock. In contrast to tungsten carbide button insert
cutters, only one disc or ring is placed in each cutting
radius on the reaming head. The pitch between each
cutting path is 62 mm (2t inches). The designers have
seen fit to mount double rings (see Fig. 10) on cutters at
certain positions on the reaming head. However, in
general, most cutter bodies have only single rings. The
rings are shrunk onto the cutter bodies which are made
from cast steel and house the bearings and seals. The
axial and radial cutting loads are accommodated by two
commercial taper roller bearings. These bearings are a
distinct improvement on the bearings of cutters pre-
viously mentioned, since they have better loading
characteristics and life expectancy. A further advantage
of these bearings is that they may also be completely
replaced if necessary. Ingress of dirt into the bearings is
prevented by means of double 'Cat.' seals, which have
proven reliability. The manufacturers claim that the
cutting rings have a life expectancy of up to 125 hours,
whilst the bearings can be expected to run for 500 hours
without attention. At this point in time it may be pos-
sible to re-adjust the clearances and still obtain ad-
ditional cutter life. Therefore, a cutter body should
outlast several sets of rings.

Disc cutters are less expensive than tungsten carbide
button cutters and the facility of renewing the cutting
rings makes the use of disc cutters most attractive.
However, as mentioned earlier, the use of disc cutters
may only be possible in the softer quartzites. The cutter-
bearing journals have trunnion ends which are clamped
onto saddles on the reamer body, a photograph of which
is shown in Fig. 5. The 1,82 metre (6 ft) diameter reamer
shown has 11 cutters and 14 cutting edges, 3 of the
cutters being fitted with double rings.

DRILLING PERFORMANCES

Geology

Table I summarises the physical characteristics of each
hole drilled and reamed with the Robbins 61R machine,
and also the mean reaming rates at a constant thrust of
89 kN (20000 lb) per cutter (arithmetic average) in the
various geological formations.

It can be seen from this table that a wide variety of
rock formations within the Witwatersrand series have
been bored so far in the drilling programme. The uni-
axial compressive strengths of the rocks bored varies
from 62 MN/m2 (9000 p.s.i.) to 412 MN/m2 (61000
p.s.i.). In general, it can be seen that the rocks with
lower compressive strengths reamed more easily. How-
ever, it has not been possible to determine a reliable
relationship between compressive strengths and reaming
rates. This is probably a result of the inherent variable
nature of the rock formations themselves, and the
influence of other factors such as rock hardness, local
stress conditions and rock fracture zones in the drilling
path. Even though the 61R raise-borer is essentially
designed to drill 1,82 metre (6 ft) diameter raises, it was
found to be suitable for reaming 2,13 metre (7 ft) dia-
meter raises, especially in soft rock where the rates of
penetration were surprisingly good. In geologically hard
formations, the rates of penetration attained in boring
2,13 metre (7 ft) diameter raises were disappointing.
Penetration rates in these rocks would probably have
been better if more machine thrust had been available.
However, during the trials, the drilling operations
invariably took place at close to the maximum allowable
cutter loading on the particular reaming head in use.
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Uniaxial com-
pressive strength

Hole Diameter range
No. metres

MN/m2

1 1,82 (6') 157 to 412
2 1,82 (6') 173 to 338

3 1,82 (6') 121 to 238
4 1,82 (6') 121 to 238
5 1,82 (6') 69 to 357
6 2,13 (7 ') 139 to 320
7 2,13 (7 ') 139 to 320
8 2,13 (7 ') 62 to 193
9 2,13 (7') 62 to 193

10 1,82 (6') 121

11 2,13 (7') 163 to 283

Total cutter
Cutter wear Cutter repair Cutter cost per metre

Cutter type cost/m cost/m ancillary
cost/m

R R R R c

T.C. Lip Seal 249,70 93,30 3,40 346,40

" " "
333,00 34,60 3,40 371,00

T.C. Double 'Cat' Seal 105,50 5,28 6,03 116,81

" " " "
99,00 7,03 2,55 108,58

" " " "
91,50 4,60 8,82 104,92

" " " "
118,50 12,47 16,70 147,67

" " " "
165,07 11,96 14,89 191,92

" " " "
55,24 6,90 6,61 68,75

" " " "
55,70 3,74 5,97 65,41

Disc 32,14 13,14 - 45,28

T.C. Double 'Cat' Seal 173,10 4.59 890 186,59

Hole Length Pilot bit Reamer Site Total
No. metres Diameter cutters Maintenance Preparation Labour cost

R/m R/m R/m R/m R/m R/m

1 81 1,82 (6') 10,00 346,40 35,80 6,40 26,50 425,10
2 55 1,82 (6') 12,30 371,00 39,70 8,10 50,60* 481,70
3 134 1,82 (6') 5,00 116,80 27,60 7,10 21,60 178,10
4 134 1,82 (6') 10,00 108,60 24,20 4,50 20,50 167,80
5 84 1,82 (6') 4,70 104,90 33,10 5,20 40,60* 188,50
6 52 2,13 (7') 12,80 147,70 47,80 9,10 35,10 252,50
7 49 2,13 (7') 13,50 191,90 35,70 7,70 25,00 273,80
8 91 2,13 (7') 14,70 68,80 26,30 8,50 34,40 152,70
9 90 2,13 (7') 18,70 65,40 25,00 6,80 32,40 148,30

10 116 1,82 (6') 8,70 45,30 17,80 6,00 36,10 113,90
11 55 2,13 (7') 20,90 186,60 57,30 7,00 50,00 321,80

Drilling Times

Table II provides a brief summary of the drilling times
for each of the eleven holes. This Table refers to machine
operating times only and does not include delays and
set-up times. Holes 1 and 2 were drilled with lip seal
cutters which resulted in additional rod handling and
cutter-change times of 12 hours 50 minutes and 16 hours
22 minutes respectively.

DRILLING CHARACTERISTICS

Throughout the boring trials, penetration rate tests
were conducted at various applied thrusts for each of the
1,52 metre (5 ft) rod lengths reamed. Figs. 11 and 12
show typical plots of penetration rate against thrust for
two rods in different geological horizons. The complete
results have not been presented here as they are beyond
the scope of this paper. It is sufficient to say that the
detailed investigations indicate that the relationship
between penetration rate and thrust in hard rocks is
linear through the normal operating range of the Rob-
bins 61R raise-borer machine. However, at this stage
there is some doubt as to whether this linear trend will
continue at higher thrusts.

COSTS

Because reaming costs represent between 60 and 80
per cent of the total raise-boring costs, considerable

attention has been paid to reaming operations and wayS
and means of reducing the associated costs.

Table III shows the reamer cutter costs incurred in
the various holes completed to date, together with the
cutter types used and the compressive strengths of the
rock formations bored through. In this Table, no pilot
hole cutter costs have been considered, and cutter
ancillary costs consist of consumable items required to
dress the reamer, such as load pins.

At a cutter cost of R45,28 per metre (RI3,50 per foot)
the disc cutters have proved to be by far the best to
date, especially when compared with cutter costs of
R116,81 and RI08,58 per metre (R35,61 per foot and
R33,10 per foot) for holes 3 and 4 respectively, in the
same type of ground where tungsten carbide insert
cutters were used. A glance at Table III shows the
marked decrease in cutter costs which occurred since
the incept of the Research and Development programme.
These encouraging cost reductions are essentially due to
cutter design improvements, particularly the intro-
duction of the double 'Cat.' seal. It should be noted,
however, that cutter costs are still dependent on the
nature of the rock to be bored.

The overall costs for each raise are summarised in
Table IV. Accurate costs for raise-boring by others
prior to the commencement of the trials are not avail-
able. However, the costs of the first two raises may be

TABLE III
REAMER CUTTER COSTS

TABLE IV
TOTAL COST SUMMARY

114 OCTOBER 1972

*Drilled in a sinking shaft and subject to delays imposed by shaft sinking requirements.
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considered to be rl:!presl:!Iitative of this period because
sbnilar cutters were used.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

One of the major factors contributing to the successful
reduction in the overall costs and smooth operation
during the raise-drilling trials has been the choice of
operators. No major breakdowns which would normally
result in damage to the machine or equipment, have
occurred. This has been primarily due to the establish-
ment, through initial experiences, of sound drilling pro-
cedures, the stringent application of these, and timely
maintenance of the machine by the operators them-
selves.

The Robbins 61R machine has proved to be capable of
drilling 2,13 metre (7 ft) diameter holes up to about
91 metres (300 ft) in length, in relatively soft ground,
and, compared with the experiences derived by some
contractors, the cutter costs have been reduced signifi-
cantly. It should be noted, however, when boring
2,13 metre (7 ft) holes in the harder formations the
penetration rates have been generally poor, which has
resulted in unacceptably high cutter and labour costs.
It would appear that it is only worth while attempting
2,13 metre (7 ft) diameter raises in hard rock with button
insert cutters with double 'Cat.' seals, where the ex-
pected reaming time will not exceed 150 hours.

The results to date indicate that cutter costs are, to
some extent, dependent on the uniaxial compressive
strength of the rock being bored. However, it is apparent
that the compressive strength of the rock is not the only
factor influencing cutter costs or penetration rates. Re-
search work has now commenced on attempting to
relate the penetration rates and costs achieved to date,
with indices based on rock abrasiveness and button tests
for rock samples taken from the rock formations through
which boring has already taken place.

The advent of the double Caterpillar bearing seal in
cutter design has proved to be the most significant factor
in the reduction of cutter costs in the rock types drilled
by the Research and Development Department. The
reduction in overall cost brought about by this develop-
ment has appreciably increased the appeal of raise-
boring to gold mine managers - so much so, that the
Research and Development Department raise-borer has
sufficient work on hand to keep it busy for the next
three years. This is in spite of the fact that raise-boring
is at present still more costly than conventional methods,
although the gap between conventional methods and
raise-boring has closed considerably.

What are the prospects for the future At the time of
writing, a number of new cutter developments are
already on the horizon and the prospects of lower overall
costs and better penetration rates are extremely favour-
able. The first trial with the Robbins disc cutters was
most encouraging and further trials in harder more
abrasive quartzites are currently in progress. The com-
pleted disc cutter trial was carried out in comparatively
soft Jeppestown shale and, as shown in Table III the
cutter costs were below R50,00 per metre. The per-
formance of these cutters in the harder rocks are eagerly
awaited. As a consequence of the overall reduction in
raise- boring costs to date, together with the opening up
of new mines and extensions to mines, the volume of
work available to raise-boring has exceeded the capa-
bility of the Research and Development raise-borer.
Because of this large boring programme, the need for
larger diameter holes, and the anticipated improvements
in cutter designs, the Gold Division of the Anglo Ameri-
can Corporation has placed an order for a special purpose
raise-borer for South African hard rock conditions. This
machine, designated as a Robbins 83R raise-borer,
will be physically only slightly larger than the com-
mercially available 7lR and 61R machines, and will have
available 187 kilowatts (250 H.P.); 4448 kilo-newtons
(one million lb) thrust; and 298,3 kNm (220000 ft lb)
torque. With the thrust, torque and power capacity of
this machine, the anticipated developments in cutter
bearing and seal design, and the latest move towards the
local manufacture of button cutters and possibly disc
cutters, raise-boring in hard rock formations is expected
to compete very favourably with the cost of conventional
ore-pass raising, where speed and safety are significant
factors in favour of boring. In the not too distant
future, it is conceivable that blind boxhole raising and
horizontal tunnelling will become feasible propositions in
the deep hard rock mines of South Africa.
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Tenth International Mineral Processing Congress
London April 1973

PAPERS

In order to ensure that sufficient time is available
for discussion, the number of papers has been strictly
limited, and, from about 250 abstracts submitted, the
authors of some 50 papers have been invited to submit
their work for inclusion in the Congress proceedings.
Technical sessions are being planned on the following
topics:
Comminution
Classification, thickening and flow
Gravity concentration
Electrical and magnetic concentration

and sorting
Flotation
Chemical processing
Control and testing
Process design
Fine-particle technology

5 papers
4 papers
3 papers

7 papers
11 papers

7 papers
7 papers
6 papers
4 papers

TOURS AND SOCIAL ARRANGEMENTS

During the second week of the Congress technical
visits will be arranged to operations in the following
areas of the United Kingdom: the West, the Midlands,
the Northeast and Scotland. In addition, there will be

Notices
ADVANCES IN EXTRACTIVE METALLURGY

AND REFINING

The Institution of Mining and Metallurgy announces
the publication of Advances in extractive metallurgy and
refining, the 635-page volume of proceedings of an
international symposium held in London from 4-6
September, 1971. Copies of the volume, price £12,00
each, are available from the Secretary, the Institution of
Mining and Metallurgy, 44 Portland Place, London
WIN 4BR.

day visits to selected plants, government establishments
and university departments in the London area.

A welcoming reception will be given in the evening
of 2 April, 1973, and the Minister for Industrial Develop-
ment will be the host at a Government reception to be
held at Lancaster House on 4 April, 19'13. In addition,
an informal dinner-dance will be held at the London
Hilton on 6 April, 1973.

EXHIBITION

An exhibition of appropriate plant and equipment
is expected to be held in London during the first week
of the Congress.

LADIES' PROGRAMME

A special programme will be arranged for the wives of
Congress registrants by MINA - the ladies' association
of the Institution of Mining and Metallurgy.

Details are obtainable from:
The Institution of Mining and Metallurgy,
44 Portland Place,
London, WIN 4BR.

30 papers, by authors in 13 countries, were presented
under the general session headings Continuous processing,
Equilibrium/kinetic studies, Hydrometallurgy, Fuel/
energy sources, Pneumatic processes, The use of oxygen
and Molten salt electrolysis, Process control, New and
improved techniques and Recovery of values.
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